Abstract-Duty cycle (DC) and channel occupancy rate (COR) measurements are important to characterize the availability of white space for cognitive radio systems (CRSs). The COR is related to the real occupancy of channels considered by a CRS but despite its importance it has not yet been widely considered for spectrum use measurements. Spectrum use measurements have typically used detection with a single threshold. In order to improve sensitivity, we utilize the localization algorithm based on double-thresholding (LAD) with the adjacent cluster combining (ACC) to spectrum use measurements and propose a modified version of it. We theoretically analyze the probability of false alarm after the LAD processing in a realistic case with correlation among samples and theoretically analyze the probability of detection after the LAD ACC processing. We propose COR estimation algorithm based on hard decision fusion of the frequency domain decisions. Measurement and theoretical results confirm the accurate DC and COR estimation and the significant sensitivity gains with the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
S PECTRUM use measurements are important to characterize and model the availability of white space for cognitive radio systems (CRSs). The main issues in these measurements are sensitivity, flexibility, and accuracy. Most of the previous spectrum use measurement campaigns have been power measurements performed with conventional spectrum analyzers and the classification into signal (1) or noise (0) has been done with a single (power) threshold [2] , [3] .
The sensitivity of the classification is reduced due to frequency selective channel fading and receiver noise. The localization algorithm based on double-thresholding (LAD) with the adjacent cluster combining (ACC) uses upper and lower thresholds and can combine close-by clusters [4] for improving sensitivity.
In channel occupancy rate (COR) measurements [5] - [8] , the purpose is to measure the occupancy of a CRS channel which typically corresponds to several frequency bins. We define the COR as the fraction of the time that the investigated CRS channel is considered to be not available for transmissions by a CRS given that the CRS shall protect co-existing users no matter which part of a CRS channel they occupy. We use the term "co-existing user" as a general term to refer to both primary users and any users already sharing the channel. The assumption is that we are not allowed or do not want to harm the co-existing users. Despite its importance, the COR has not yet been widely considered for spectrum use measurements. Instead, the spectrum utilization has been evaluated by the means of the duty cycle (DC), which is based on frequency bin measurements associated to the frequency resolution of the employed measurement devices, instead of the COR, which is related to the real occupancy of primary radio channels.
A typical approach to detect if a signal is present in a channel is to use energy detector (ED) [9] . In [10] , both ED and waveform-based sensing have been applied for extracting idle and active times. In [11] , the ED has also been applied; for extracting channel statistics in the land mobile radio band for modeling purposes. Several references and discussion on different sensing approaches including cyclostationarity feature detection are given in [12] .
We emphasize that most of the previous spectrum use measurement campaigns have used frequency bin power measurements with single power threshold and not the actual ED corresponding to a CRS channel. In generic spectrum use measurement campaigns we usually cannot assume any fixed channels and it should be possible to study simultaneously arbitrary channels also after the measurement with different bandwidths and center frequencies so that the results are useful for different kinds of CRSs. This can be challenging with the ED due to the data storage requirements. Our main contributions in this paper are: 1) We propose a modified version of the LAD ACC applying m-dB method based on median (MED) filtered forward consecutive mean excision (FCME) with a novel threshold correction factor β, leading to improved flexibility, accuracy, and robustness. 2) We analyze the probability of false alarm (PFA) after the LAD processing in a realistic case with correlation among samples. In stark contrast to the previous results [13] , we find that the LAD processing does increase the PFA. 3) We present novel analysis which shows clearly why the double threshold methods results into significantly higher detection performance, and therefore, higher COR accuracy. The theoretical COR estimation results agree remarkably well with the actual measurements. 4) We propose a new algorithm for accurate COR estimation based on hard decision fusion of the frequency domain decisions from the same sensor. It can be used for generic spectrum use measurements since the frequency domain decisions (binary data) can be easily stored.
II. WHY ARE COR MEASUREMENTS NEEDED?
Usually in spectrum use measurements, the average (in frequency domain) DC is calculated [2] , [3] . However, the average DC is not necessarily sufficient to accurately characterize the availability of channels for a CRS. For example, different parts of a IEEE 802.11 channel may be occupied by not only the users in that channel, but also the users from adjacent channels. Additionally, there may be several coexisting users using different channelization. For example, one 802.11 channel contains several 802.15.4 channels. Finally, the verification of the availability of spectrum white space for CRSs should be flexible and not limited to channels utilized by some co-existing users. Consider the cases in Fig. 1 . In all of these cases the average DC would significantly underestimate the real channel occupancy. Sensing during the actual operation of a CRS is usually done in the current CRS operating channel during silent periods. During the idle times of the CRS, all possible CRS channels could be examined using simultaneous COR measurement techniques. The COR measurement results could be used for selecting the best channel to use. It may happen that by reducing the current CRS channel bandwidth and/or by adjusting its center frequency much more white space can be utilized.
III. MEASUREMENT SETUP
The measurement setup is summarized in Table I . The studied band is the 2400-2500 MHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. The number of frequency points was N = 916. The frequency sweep time was ∼10 ms. We define a record to correspond to T = 200 complete sweeps. We denote the received frequency domain power data with P 
The PFA is given by Prob D 
V. THRESHOLD SETTING Threshold setting can be done directly or through estimating the noise floor (NF), which refers to the mean of the noise values. The uncertainty about NF can be a significant issue [14] . Additionally, the NF can change as a function of time [15] . Thus, the NF estimate should be updated regularly. Perfect sensing during long sensing periods has been assumed for noise power estimation in [16] . In [17] , the authors propose a method to estimate flat or non-flat NF in the presence of unknown signals by using morphological image processing operations. Information theoretic criteria based spectrum sensing methods based on Akaike's information criterion (AIC) or minimum description length (MDL) have been proposed in [18] . They can be applied without knowledge of the noise power. Assuming a sufficiently static situation, the correct threshold for each frequency bin (for givenṖ FA ) can be found out by using the PFA method proposed by López-Benítez in [2] . In this method, we collect a sufficient number of samples that are guaranteed to be noise-only. Then we simply find out the detection threshold that is exceeded with probability equal to theṖ FA . The assumption of known noise-only samples can limit the practicality of this approach. However, no knowledge about the noise distribution is required. The PFA method threshold is independent of time but varies with the frequency bin index.
A. FCME Threshold
The FCME algorithm [19] first sorts the input into ascending order. Although not necessarily true, it is assumed that I smallest samples are clean from signal components. Usually, I = 0.1 · N , where · is the ceiling function. The mean of these I samples is calculated and it is multiplied by T CME in order to get the first threshold. The FCME parameter T CME determines the properties of the FCME algorithm. Every observation under the first threshold not already present in the clean set is added to it. Then the second threshold is calculated as the mean of the assumed clean set multiplied by the T CME . Every sample under the second threshold not already present in the clean set is added to it. This process is continued as long as there are new samples under the latest threshold. The FCME threshold is the threshold from the final iteration.
B. m-dB Method Based on MED-FCME with a Correction Factor β
In each sweep, the m-dB method based on MED-FCME [8] , [20] uses the FCME algorithm. We do not use the FCME threshold, instead we estimate the NF by calculating the mean of the final assumed clean set. The NF estimates are filtered with a median filter of length M , leading to the MED-FCME 
where β is given by first finding the smallest value of
The smallest value of corresponds to the smallest average number of censored samples by the FCME that will not, after using new biased mean to estimate the number of censored samples, change the estimate of the number of censored samples (see also [8] ). The biased mean for a given average number of censored samples is found using the theory of weighted sum of order statistics [22] . Finally, the correction factor β [dB] is given by utilizing the found value of in
(5) Figure 2 shows the ratio between obtained and target PFAs for the FCME method and the m-dB method based on MED-FCME with a correction factor β. For some values, the FCME gave even more than five times too large values. The significantly improved accuracy of the m-dB method based on MED-FCME with a correction factor β can be confirmed.
The FCME independently finds the clean frequency bins for each frequency sweep. Thus, the NF can be estimated even with frequency hopping signals covering the whole band. Even m-dB method based on MED-FCME m=6 dB (γ L ) m-dB method based on MED-FCME m=10 dB (γ and γ U ) Fig. 3 . Thresholds by the m-dB method based on MED-FCME and the PFA method, T CME = 4.6052 and M = 800.
if the whole band corresponding to several services/channels would temporarily be fully utilized, the MED-FCME can still estimate the NF from the previously occurred gaps between transmissions.
C. Comparison of the m-dB Method based on MED-FCME and the PFA Method
We performed a measurement in an anechoic chamber in order to guarantee noise-only samples. The PFA method threshold was set based on all received data during the hour. Figure 3 shows thresholds given by the m-dB method based on MED-FCME and the PFA method thresholds derived with targetṖ FA = 10 −4 and 0.03. The theoretical values for m corresponding to theseṖ FA given by (3) are 9.9 dB and 5.7 dB, respectively. However, we used slightly higher values of 10 dB and 6 dB to protect against the non flat NF. Since the m-dB method based on MED-FCME threshold varies with time, Fig. 3 shows the range of thresholds. It can be seen that m-dB method based on MED-FCME thresholds were within ±1 dB of the values given by the PFA method. The main advantage of m-dB method based on MED-FCME is that it estimates the NF directly from the signal while simultaneously performing regular measurements. It can also react rapidly to changes in the NF. However, in the case of wider bands the difference between the PFA method and the m-dB method based on MED-FCME may be too large. The reason is that the noise floor of a radio receiver tends to increase with frequency. The threshold provided by the PFA method is able to follow this trend as it is computed on a frequency bin basis, while the m-dB method based on MED-FCME method provides a single numerical value for the whole band. In those cases, we recommend segmenting the band into smaller pieces for which the NF estimation is done separately. This results into staircase function for the NF estimate.
VI. LAD METHODS
In LAD [4] signals are detected with the lower threshold γ L . All contiguous groups of detected signals need to have at least one sample also exceeding the upper threshold γ U . In the ACC processing [4] contiguous groups that are separated by n or less samples are joined. For example, assume that using γ L leads to frequency bin decisions "011001110". We notice two clusters of 1s. These clusters are accepted or rejected based on whether they contain at least one sample also exceeding γ U . Decisions corresponding to rejected clusters are replaced with zeros. If both of the clusters in the above example are accepted and n ≥ 2, the gap between the two clusters is filled and the finally estimated binary frequency bin occupancy sequence would be "011111110".
A. MED-LAD ACC
We apply the LAD ACC framework to spectrum use measurements and propose a modified version called MED-LAD ACC. The conventional LAD ACC uses thresholds derived from the FCME thresholds. From [23] and results in Fig. 2 , we know that the FCME has significant problems at controlling the PFA whenṖ FA ≥ 10 −2 . To address this issue, the MED-LAD ACC uses the m-dB method based on MED-FCME with the proposed correction factor β in (5) and T CME selected completely independently from the desiredṖ FA . Let us use m U and m L to denote values of m used for the upper and lower thresholds in the MED-LAD ACC, respectively. As an additional benefit the m-dB method is flexible as threshold levels can be easily and intuitively set just by changing the used value of m. In many previous measurement studies the threshold has been specified as m dB above the noise floor, corresponding to the m-dB method. Although the FCME is a significantly robust algorithm, it can catastrophically fail in peak load condition, giving much too large thresholds [20] . The median (used in the MED-FCME) is a robust measure with 50 % breakdown point leading to improved robustness. Even during our stress testing in [20] involving heavy use of the frequency bands we never had this kind of failure with the MED-FCME. We will evaluate the improved robustness of the MED-LAD ACC by simulations later in this paper by comparing the COR estimation performance of conventional LAD ACC to that of the MED-LAD ACC in a peak load condition.
B. Analysis of the Per-bin PFA after LAD Processing with Correlated Samples
We assume that only noise is present and the noise is circularly symmetric white Gaussian noise with mean zero and variance of σ is the discrete Fourier transform matrix and the diagonal matrix W = diag (w 0 , w 1 , · · · , w NFFT−1 ) contains the real-valued window coefficients. Due to invariance to linear transformations with circular symmetry, the y is also circularlysymmetric with covariance matrix Ψ = 2σ 
Since the ACC has negligible effect on the probability of false alarm [13] , the analysis of the LAD method is also valid for LAD ACC in the noise-only case. We assume that the NF is perfectly estimated.
1) Joint Distribution of Two frequency Bins' Events:
Let us denote the event that the upper threshold is exceeded in a bin with "D", the event that the output is between upper and lower thresholds with "B", and the event that output is below the lower threshold with "A". Additionally, let event "C" indicate that either event "A" or "B" occurred. Let us denote with ξ v (e 1 , e 2 ) the probability that a frequency bin has event e 1 (A, B, C, or D) and the frequency bin with offset v has event e 2 . By using the joint distribution of two magnitudes from a joint complex Gaussian distribution derived by Miller in [21] and by evaluating and inverting the subset of correlation matrix Ψ corresponding to the considered frequency bins, we get 
2) Distribution of Runs:
Runs are consecutive sequences of 1s, where 1s refer to sensing observations where the result is a busy channel (1) instead of an idle channel (0). Let us denote the number of runs with length k in a sequence with length n as E n,k . For example, "001100111011" has E 12,2 = 2 and E 12,3 = 1. To find distribution of runs in the binary data processed only with the γ U , we model the binary data processed with γ U as Markov chain with states "C" (below the γ U ) and "D" (above the γ U ). By using (6) we get the 2×2 transition probability matrix
where, for example, the first element is the transition probability from state "C" (in a frequency bin) to state "C" in the next frequency bin. By using the distribution theory of runs [24] , we can get the probability P (E NFFT,k = x) for the matrix (7). The resulting distribution is approximation since we only use the joint distribution of two consecutive samples.
3) Increase of Run Lengths Due to the LAD Processing:
Let us assume the LAD processing increases each run length with ε. This assumption is an approximation, since the increase depends on the original run length. The PFA after LAD processing is theoretically obtained with
where the multiplication with x is due to the number of runs being x and the multiplication by k + ε is due to increased the run length. The probability that a sample with offset v has event "B" given that the original sample exceeded the upper threshold, is
, where corresponds to maximum offset where the probability of "B" is still affected by the considered sample having event "D". We used as the maximum v that still satisfies P v (B|D) ≥ P (B) + 0.01, where P (B) is the probability of event "B" in a randomly picked sample. Figure 4 shows comparison between simulated and theoretical PFAs. It can be said that analysis is valid. We can observe that the frequency domain correlation due to the FFT window leads to an increase in the PFA. The main reason for this is that if a sample exceeds the γ U , it is more likely that due to correlation that at least the γ L is exceeded in adjacent samples. If there is no correlation, the increase in PFA is typically negligible [13] . We performed a real measurement with the setup described in Section III. The PFA with only the γ U was 1.05 · 10 −4 . The PFA after MED-LAD ACC with Gausstop window was 3.08 · 10 −4 . Details of the window are not disclosed by the manufacturer. The Kaiser window we used has similar equivalent noise bandwidth (2.2830 vs 2.2). The theoretical PFA with that window was 3.00 · 10 −4 .
4) Verification:

C. Analysis of the Per-bin Detection Probabilities after LAD ACC Processing 1) Signal Model:
We model the received signal y c in a frequency bin c as circularly symmetric white Gaussian with mean zero and variance of σ 
e r w i s e
classical sinc shape [25] within the 802.11 channel,
0 o t h e r w i s e (9) where T c is the chip duration, f c is the frequency corresponding to the frequency bin c, f 802.11,c is the signal center frequency, and the scaling constant τ is selected to normalize the total received power to γ + ρ, where γ is the total signal power [dBm] and ρ is the receiver gain [dB] .
2) Analysis of Single Threshold Detection:
The magnitude of a zero-mean complex Gaussian follows the Rayleigh distribution [21] . Thus, the probability of detection for frequency bin c for any threshold level m dB above the noise power P N can be obtained with P D,c (m) = exp −10 m/10 (P S,c /P N + 1) .
3) Analysis of Double Thresholds Detection: Let
For simplicity, we assume independent samples. Let us use the same events (A, B, C, D) as in Section VI-B. By considering all possible sequences of events leading to binary output of 1 for a frequency bin c, we get the probability of detection after LAD ACC processing with
where
and c 1 and c N are LAD combining limits such as c 1 = 1 and c N = N . In (10), the 1st term is the single threshold detection probability. The remaining terms give the improvement from the double threshold processing. The 2nd term is the probability of detection due to ACC processing for frequency bin c given that event "A" occurred in that frequency bin. In this case, we loop over the variable x which indicates the number of zeros in the input (to ACC processing) in the left side of c. For example, with x = 4, the events in the left side of the considered sample are "ACCC", leading to 4 zeros. The one in the binary input before these x zeros can be caused by sample at c − x − 1 exceeding the upper threshold or by LAD processing which leads to sample at c − x − 1 being detected. Thus, we loop over variable x 2 which indicates where the upper threshold was exceeded. Then all the samples from x 2 + 1 to c − x − 1 must have event "B" as otherwise the LAD processing does not cause the sample at c − x − 1 being detected. Now, given that there was x zeros in the input data after LAD processing we can have maximum n − x − 1 zeros in the right size of the considered frequency bin c as otherwise ACC processing cannot cause detection for frequency bin c. The third term in (10) is the probability that LAD processing leads to detection for the considered frequency bin c given that the frequency bin c had event "B". To get this probability we find the probability that in left side or in the right side (or in both sides) there was continuous chain of samples with events "B" leading to sample with event "D". The last term in (10) indicates the additional detection probability from ACC processing on top of the benefit from LAD processing, given that frequency bin c had event "B". Here we use ν = 1 to remove the sequences where the LAD processing alone is sufficient.
4) Fading Channel:
Typically frequency selective fading has a high correlation between frequency bins and the nulls are several MHz wide. Thus for a frequency bin, we may consider the channel around it to be Rayleigh flat fading. Based on this, we get the probability of detection after LAD ACC processing in fading channel witĥ
where we have written the detection probability for the non-fading channel as a function of the signal power γ, x corresponds to offset in [dB] to γ caused by the channel fading and f (x) is the density function of squared Rayleigh random variable in [dB] which is easily obtained from [26] . This process can also be used for evaluating single threshold detection in a fading channel.
VII. CONSIDERED APPROACHES FOR DC/COR ESTIMATION
A. Single Threshold Detection 1) DC Estimation:
The DC estimates S k c are found with (2) using a spectrum occupancy matrix found with a single threshold detection (1) with threshold by m-dB method based on MED-FCME. This method was proposed by us in [8] and it is used as a reference method corresponding to the conventional single threshold detection (however with adaptive NF estimation).
2) COR Estimation: It was shown in [8] that maximum combining of the DC estimates S k c by is suitable for COR estimation. The COR estimate for a CRS channel s is [8] 
where Θ s is the set of frequency bins belonging to the CRS channel s. The maximum combining with single threshold detection was proposed by us in [8] . We use this method as a reference method for the proposed COR estimation methods (double thresholds and hard decision fusion).
B. Double Thresholds Detection 1) DC Estimation:
We apply the MED-LAD ACC method with two thresholds for DC measurements by calculating the binary matrix D k i,c with MED-LAD ACC and by using (2).
2) COR Estimation:
The COR estimation is performed with maximum combining of the DC estimates S k c given by the MED-LAD ACC similar as with single threshold detection.
C. COR Estimation with MED-FCME CORε
We utilize hard decision fusion with r-out-of-|Θ s | fusion rule [27] for the individual binary sensing decisions of a sensor within a CRS channel s. In the proposed MED-FCME CORε, fused decision for sweep i within a record k is Λ
are made using the m-dB method based on MED-FCME threshold. We point out that OR-gating of outputs of a bank of frequency domain detectors has been utilized in [28] for detecting frequency hopping signals. The COR estimate for
For the MED-FCME COR , the channel PFA comes from per frequency bin PFAṖ FA , the number of frequency bins in each channel (|Θ s |) and r. Since we fixṖ FA , the control of the channel PFA must come from r. The larger r is, the smaller the channel PFA is since with larger r more frequency bins need to have local decision of "1" in order to yield global decision of "1". However, for maximum sensitivity, we should use the smallest possible r. Thus the parameter r is selected as follows: "Select the minimum r such that the probability of the CRS channel being wrongly classified as occupied in the case of noise-only observations ≤ ←→ P FA ", where ←→ P FA is the target channel PFA.
D. COR Estimation with Channel Power (ED)
The ED corresponding to channel power can be obtained from frequency domain samples by summing the frequency bin power samples corresponding to the CRS channel s [5] , [11] . In [11] , power spectrum values obtained with FFT are integrated for each studied channel in order to obtain channel powers. These channel powers were compared to suitable thresholds in order to classify the channels as idle or occupied. This is the approach utilized herein so that the ED decision for sweep i within a record k is Λ To set the α, we recorded a large number of ED decision variables in the noise-only case and found the α that is exceeded with the probability ←→ P FA .
E. Partitioning of CRS Channels for COR estimation
Let us denote the set of frequency bins belonging to the FFT segment j with A j . Now, the intersection Θ s ∩ A j is the subset of the CRS channel s corresponding to the FFT segment j. Please note that j (Θ s ∩ A j ) = Θ s . If Θ s ∩ A j = ∅ the subset is empty and can be ignored. If a CRS channel s covers several FFT segments, the COR estimation is done separately for each non-empty subset Θ s ∩ A j . This is required since data in each FFT segment is taken at slightly different time instants even in the same sweep due to the frequency step time and the data collection time so that measurements within a CRS channel could be from different time instants. Without partitioning, this could lead to significant overestimation since there are more chances for signal to present within a sweep if the sweep has possibility of covering several different packets. The variance of COR estimates for the subsets can be reduced by combining several records. Finally, the COR results from each subset can be combined using the maximum of the COR estimates in order to estimate the COR of the CRS channel s.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF COR ESTIMATION WITH
MAXIMUM-BASED COMBINING The probability mass function (PMF) for T S k c is simply binomial random variable with success probability equal to the detection probability of the considered detection method for the frequency bin c and the number of trials is T H1 . The T H1 denotes the number of sweeps wherein the signal was present in the record. Noise only sweeps are assumed to have negligible impact. Now, we get the PMF of max c∈Θs T S k c , by assuming independence and by using the result that cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the maximum of independent random variables is the product of the individual CDFs. From this CDF, we can get the PMF by subtracting two consecutive CDF values. To find the average COR, the PMF is weighted by the success count divided by the total number of sweeps. where ℵ is the method (such as "LAD ACC" or "U" corresponding to the single threshold detection) and F is the binomial PMF and T H1 = θT , where θ is the actual COR. We could also assume that T H1 is a binomial random variable with T trials and success probability θ and use weighted summing of the individual COR estimates.
IX. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A. Measurement Arrangement
The studied signals were generated with Agilent E4438C ESG signal generator. The IEEE 802.11b signal had 11 Mbit/sec data rate, random payload, total packet size 1508 bytes, and center frequency 2472 MHz. The reference COR 40 % was obtained by controlling the idle time between packets. The signal was transmitted using a short cable to the channel emulator (EB Propsim F8) input and the channel emulator output was connected to the measurement system input. By utilizing a signal generator and a channel emulator, measurements can be controlled with a high precision. In our previous work [8] we have also measured real signals. We considered both the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and time-variant and frequency selective ETSI BRAN WLAN channel model A [29] corresponding to a typical office environment. We simultaneously estimated the COR of the studied CRS channels and compared the values to the true value. The studied CRS channels are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The CRS channels were within one 20 MHz FFT segment of the Agilent RF sensor. Thresholds given by the m-dB method based on MED-FCME with m U = 10 dB and m L = 6 dB were used as the upper and lower threshold. The threshold given by m = 10 dB was used for single threshold detection and for the MED-FCME CORε. We utilized ←→ P FA = 0.005, T CME = 4.6052 and M = 800. Figure 6 shows the mean of S k c (over 46 records) denoted withS k c for conventional approach with a single threshold (represented by the m-dB method based on MED-FCME) and double thresholds detection (MED-LAD ACC) for frequency bins between 2450-2490 MHz (the measurement actually covered the full ISM band). This result confirms the improvement by the MED-LAD ACC, see (10) for theoretical analysis related to this improvement. having 2 MHz offset to the 802.11b signal center frequency corresponding to our CRS channel B. Figure 7 shows measurement results for CRS channels B (with 2 MHz offset) and C (with 7 MHz offset). It can be seen that the double thresholds detection had excellent performance as compared to a real 802.15.4 node. The frequency domain hard decision fusion had somewhat better performance and the ED had the best performance. The differences are not radical and all three methods were within 5 dB and were significantly better than conventional single threshold detection. It can be seen that the performance reduces the larger the offset is due to spectral shape of the 802.11b signals. Figure 7 shows that there is no significant overestimation as compared to the true COR (40 %).
B. DC Estimation
C. COR Estimation
2) 15 MHz CRS Channel: Figure 8 show measurement results and also theoretical results found with (13) for the CRS channel A. It is remarkable that the theoretical results are mostly within ± ∼ 1 dB from the actual measurement results which include the real-life aspects such as frequency domain correlation, frequency offset, preambles, and receiver imperfections. For reference, a energy detection threshold specified in the IEEE 802.11 standard for CCA is −76 dBm [IEEE Std 802.11-2007, Section 15.4.8.4]. It can be seen the double thresholds detection had sufficient performance as compared to standard requirements. It also gives the DC estimates with full frequency resolution. It can also be seen that dedicated COR estimation approaches MED-FCME CORε and ED had even much better performance. Figure 8 shows that there is no significant overestimation as compared to the true COR (40 %).
3) FM Signals: Figure 9 shows measurement results with a FM signal with bandwidth around 400 kHz for CRS channel A. The true COR was 100 %. It can be seen that the double thresholds detection had the best performance and the ED had the worst performance. single threshold double thresholds MED-FCME COR Channel Power (ED) Fig. 9 . Measurement results, wideband FM signal, AWGN channel, CRS channel A (15 MHz), r = 2 (MED-FCME CORε). Single threshold refers to maximum processing of DC estimates of m-dB method based on MED-FCME and double thresholds refers to maximum processing of DC estimates with MED-LAD ACC. Table II is based on the results in Figs. 7-8 and results from further measurements with AWGN channel. It shows the minimum channel emulator output level in order to get COR estimation result of 40±1 % when to co-existing signal is 802.11b signal with 40 % real COR. It can be seen that the sensitivity gain from using double thresholds as compared to single threshold approach was ranging between 7.5-11.5 dB (mean gain 9.4 dB). The sensitivity gain of the MED-FCME COR as compared to double thresholds was rather small (1-2.7 dB) for the CRS channels B and C but the difference was more than 8 dB for the CRS channel A. The sensitivity gain of the MED-FCME COR to single threshold approach was ranging between 9.7-15.9 dB. In fact, the sensitivity gain would have been even higher if we would have used the average DC with single threshold approach instead of the maximum combining. Finally, the mean gain of the ED to the proposed MED-FCME COR was 2.6 dB. However, its data storage requirements are much higher than with the MED-FCME COR . Results in Table II are for 802.11b signal. The ED had lower sensitivity than the MED-FCME COR with the FM signal.
X. FURTHER DISCUSSION
A. Relative Performances
B. FM Signal
The ED compares the total power (including also noise power) from the whole CRS channel to a threshold. The other studied methods measure power in frequency bins and compare the individual frequency bin powers to a threshold(s). In the case of narrowband signals, much of the signal energy may be in one frequency bin. Since increasing the measurement bandwidth increases the noise power, the signal-to-noise ratio may be much higher in a frequency bin than in the whole CRS channel. The reason for the small difference between MED-FCME COR and maximum combining based methods in Fig. 9 is that due to the large bandwidth of the studied CRS channel (15 MHz), the number of frequency bins inside the channel was large. Thus we had to use r = 2 instead of the more sensitive r = 1. This led to some performance loss even with the correlation between frequency bins caused by using a resolution bandwidth that is larger than the frequency bin separation. However, the performance was still better than with the ED.
C. MED-FCME COR vs ED
The ED approach showed better performance than MED-FCME COR for some of the results. However, the main advantage of the proposed MED-FCME COR method as compared the ED approach is much lower data storage requirements for supporting COR estimation for all possible CRS channels also off-line. In the case of the MED-FCME COR , this is very realistic, since the full binary data matrix of the per-bin detection decisions for each frequency sweep can be stored for longer measurements [8] , [31] , even with fast frequency sweeping. Then, we form (off-line) the fused decision for each sweep by comparing the sum of binary decisions from arbitrary CRS channel with the threshold and proceed. For the ED approach, we need to sum the floating point values corresponding to the frequency bin power data for the bins inside each studied CRS channel in order to get the energy value for the CRS channel which is then compared to a threshold. Floating point values require much more storage than binary data. If a limited set of CRS channels is defined before the measurement or if the frequency sweeping is slow, this approach is practical. In other cases the ED may not be a practical approach to adopt in all circumstances. We note that the storage requirements of the double thresholds approach are minimal as we only need to store once per record the DC values S k c for all N frequency bins.
D. Comparison of MED-LAD ACC against the Conventional LAD in Peak Load Condition
Let us use the same signal model as in Section VI-C. As before, there is a WLAN signal with center frequency 2472 MHz and duty cycle 40 %. In order to simulate peak load we added two additional WLAN signals to channels 1 and 6 with −75 dBm and −70 dBm powers and 90 % duty cycle (corresponding to peak usage such as downloading large files). Note that both of these new signals are outside the CRS channel A that is considered here. However, the co-existing signals affect the threshold calculation since the threshold calculation is done based on all received frequency domain samples. Results in Fig. 10 confirm much improved COR estimation performance of the MED-LAD ACC. The MED-LAD ACC gain was around 10 dB. The reason for poor performance of the conventional LAD ACC is the fluctuation of the FCME thresholds when several signals are present [20] .
XI. CONCLUSION
We proposed and evaluated methodologies for DC and COR measurements. The proposed approaches are generic and not limited to a specific band or signal. Measurement and theoretical results showed that the MED-LAD ACC can be used for accurate DC/COR estimation, with much more sensitivity than with the conventional single threshold approach. The proposed frequency domain hard decision fusion technique called MED-FCME CORε was shown to have even more sensitivity for COR estimation, with much less storage requirements than the ED. In fact, there is no reason why both of the approaches cannot be used simultaneously so that MED-LAD ACC is used for DC estimation and the hard decision fusion is used for COR estimation.
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